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Personal data
“Any information relating to an identified or identifiable 
natural person (data subject); an identifiable natural 
person is one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, 
in particular by reference to an identifier such as a name, 
an identification number, location data, an online 
identifier or to one or more factors specific to the 
physical, psychological, genetic, mental, economic, 
cultural or social identity of that natural person.”
(Article 4 GDPR)
Legal requirements
European Regulation 2016/679 (starting from 25th of May 2018)
LEGISLATION
More requirements for collection and processing of personal data
(Informed) Consent
“Any freely given, specific, informed 
and unambiguous indication of the data 
subject’s wishes by which he or she, by a 
statement or by a clear affirmative action, 
signifies agreement to the processing of 
personal data relating to him or her.”
(Article 4 GDPR)
Legal requirements Data controller Data subject
Activity(-ies) description Specify activity(-ies) that the data subject is asked/wants to perform, 
involving collection of personal data:
⸋participation in research, specifically [ADD TEXT];
⸋use of technology, specifically [ADD TEXT];
⸋use of service, specifically [ADD TEXT];
⸋[ADD A NEW CATEGORY].
[If > 1 INDICATE SUBJECT (RESTRICTED) CHOICE]
Activity description [TEXT]
Possibly (RESTRICTED) CHOICE
Purpose(-s) of personal 
data collection and 
processing 
Purpose of data collection and processing:
⸋to  [ADD TEXT];
⸋to provide feedback, on [ADD TEXT];
⸋ to identify you [ADD TEXT];
⸋[ADD A NEW CATEGORY].
[If > 1 INDICATE SUBJECT(RESTRICTED) CHOICE]
Purpose description [TEXT]
Possibly (RESTRICTED) CHOICE
Category(-ies) of 
personal data 
Category(-ies) of personal data that is required:
⸋non-sensitive: 
⸋name; 
⸋address;
⸋phone number.
⸋[ADD A NEW CATEGORY];
⸋sensitive: 
⸋health;
⸋genetic;
⸋biometric;
⸋racial and or ethnic origin.
⸋[ADD A NEW CATEGORY].
[If > 1 INDICATE SUBJECT(RESTRICTED) CHOICE]
The following category(-ies) of personal data will be collected 
[TEXT]
OR
Indicate one or more category(-ies) you wish to provide 
[TEXT]
Period(-s) of collection 
and storage 
Collection 
Start date or specified moment [ADD TEXT]
End date or specified moment [ADD TEXT]
Storage 
Start date or specified moment [ADD TEXT]
End date or specified moment [ADD TEXT]
[SPECIFY FOR EACH DATA CATEGORY]
Collection 
Start date or specified moment [TEXT]
End date or specified moment [TEXT]
Storage 
Start date or specified moment [TEXT]
End date or specified moment [TEXT]
Controller and processor Data controller (who owns the data):
⸋legal identity;
⸋name of contact person.
⸋[ADD A NEW CATEGORY].
[ADD DATA CONTROLLER] 
Data processor (who uses the data):
⸋legal identity;
⸋name of contact person.
⸋[ADD A NEW CATEGORY].
[ADD DATA PROCESSOR] 
At all times you are entitled to ask for further clarifications 
from the data controller and/or data processor.
Data controller(-s) [TEXT]
Data processor(-s) [TEXT]
Legal requirements Data controller Data subject
Privacy and security [ADD URL]
[ALTERNATIVE TEXT]
The documents describing privacy policy and security 
measurements undertaken to protect collected personal data 
can be found here [URL].
Right to access [ADD URL]
[ALTERNATIVE TEXT]
To get an overview of the data that have been collected 
about you, contact [URL].
Right to withdraw [ALTERNATIVE TEXT] If you consent to use of your personal data, you still can 
withdraw at any time during the data collection process or 
even later. 
Right to rectification and 
erasure 
[ALTERNATIVE TEXT] You have the right to request not to use your personal data or 
any other collected materials.
Right to portability [ALTERNATIVE TEXT] You can request the collected data and make it available for 
another data controller for processing.
Right to object [ADD URL]
[ALTERNATIVE TEXT]
For issues you cannot solve with the data controller, please, 
contact the ethical board [URL].
Voluntariness [ALTERNATIVE TEXT] The decision to provide required data is entirely up to you. 
You may refuse providing personal data without affecting any 
relationship. 
Clear and explicit 
statement
[ALTERNATIVE TEXT] I read the information, and had an opportunity to ask 
questions. I consent to use of my data for the purpose(-s) 
and duration stated above. 
A copy of the informed 
consent
[ADD URL]
[ALTERNATIVE TEXT]
A digital copy of the informed consent is available via [URL].
Usability requirements
• Simple and plain language 
• Personal approach 
• Max. 5 min for reading
• Layers and headers
• Photo and video materials
Thank you very much!
Questions?
Email: ekaterina.mulder@ou.nl
Skype: ekaterina.mulder
